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Lunch trace Ã©crite - Prosper and Ko

Thank you Mr. Smith ! See you tomorrow ! Mince meat, please ! Can I have pasta ? It's my favourite food ! Hello Lucy ! What do you want for your lunch today? 
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Sch!l di"er:



Sch!l di"er:



packed lunch



sch!l lunch (cant"n)



Read !e sentences.



Read !e sentences.



Cut and stick to make



Cut and stick to make



questions and andswers.



questions and andswers.



☟



☟



Can I have two sandwiches ?



It’s time for school, William ! Have a nice day !



Perfect ! Thank you Mum !



Thank you Mum ! Bye !



Some carrots, please ! I don’t like crisps... Yuck... Have you got a bottle of orange juice ? I like juice !



Yes, you can ! Two sandwiches in the box ! Do you want some crisps or some carrots ?



I have no banana. But you can have an apple and a biscuit.



OK, water, then ! Can I have a banana and a chocolate biscuit, please?



William, what do you want in your lunch box ?



No, I have no orange juice. But I have a bottle of water.



C. Hartelaub



☟



☟



Water, please ! Thank you Mr Smith ! See you tomorrow !



Mince meat, please ! Can I have pasta ? It’s my favourite food !



Hello Lucy ! What do you want Of course ! Here you are ! for your lunch today? Fish Mince meat and pasta ! Do fingers or mince meat ? you want some bread ? Hello Mr Smith !



Good bye Lucy !



What else? Do you want a fruit salad or an ice cream ?



What do you want to drink? Milk, fruit juice, water?



Yes please !



Yummy ! An ice cream please ! I love ice cream ! C. Hartelaub
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trace Ã©crite IdentitÃ©, prÃ©sentation - Prosper and Ko 

1 Separate the sentence into words. example: MynameisAshley. â‡¨ My name is Ashley. Ihavegotanorangecat. â‡¨. ... Her favourite colour is red. â‡¨ red, blue. â‡¨.
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correction trace Ã©crite dialogue - Prosper and Ko 

Hello Mr Smith ! Hello Lucy ! What do you want for your lunch today? Fish fingers or mince meat ? Mince meat, please ! Can I have pasta ? It's my favourite food !
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4- trace Ã©crite Can Like - Prosper and Ko 

Can you play cricket? - Yes, I can. ... 5Cut the labels, stick them in your English book, draw and colour ! 6Write a text about you ... I can play games. I can play ...
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trace ecrite family - Prosper and Ko 

I am 11 years old. I have got no sister and 3 brothers. My brothers names are. Tom, Josh and Edward. Tom is 19 years old ;. Josh is 15,. Edward is 8 and a half.
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clothes wordsearch - Prosper and Ko 

bonnet, boot, cap, coat, dress, gloves, hat, pullover, scarf, shirt, shoe, shorts, skirt, slipper, socks, sunglasses, sweater, tee-shirt, trainers, trousers. CLOTHES ...
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body wordsearch - Prosper and Ko 

arms, ears, eyes, feet, fingers, foot, hair, hands, head, knees, legs, mouth, nose, shoulders, teeth, toes, tongue, tooth. Wordsearch : body. Wordsearch : body.
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valentine's day - Prosper and Ko 

Page 1. Court. ( QMM. Page 2. HIVI. LG. FEE. CHAMA. LOVE LOVE. LOVE LOVE. LOVE LOVE. EME. ILLO. NAPI. EME. LCHI. LCZYTE. JEMA. TRA. VEN. 13.
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Pancake Day - Prosper and Ko 

PANCAKE DAY ! (February 2nd). Preptime : 5 min. Ingredients for 12 pancakes : Instructions : In a bowl, mix water, milk and eggs. Slowly add flour and salt to the ...
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remembrance day - Prosper and Ko 

World War 1: 1914-1918 armistice : 11th November. World War 2: 1939-1945 armistice : 8th May. World War 1: 1914-1918 armistice : 11th November. World War ...
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Monsters document enseignant - Prosper and Ko 

But I've got no teeth, no arms, no hands and no feet. Do you know who I am ? Number 4. I've got 2 eyes, 1 nose, 1 mouth and. 1 white tooth. I have got no legs, ...
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2- Songs, chants - Prosper and Ko 

Can you write your name? No, I can't. But I can play with a yo-yo. Can you draw a picture? No, I can't. Can you play the piano? No, I can't. Can you catch a ball?
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Guy Fawkes dinner - Prosper and Ko 

(2. TOFFEE. Strawberry Critte. ) Q QQ. ä»¥ä»¤ã€‚ TOFFEE. ML. GuyleMM. ä»¥å®‰. ä»¥. TOFFEE. Strawberry Creme. TOFFEE. SHE. TOFFEE. ( ser/FAN**. 7****. TOFFEE.
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fÃªtes calendaires Anglais - Prosper and Ko 

2012-13 Calendar and special days in English speaking countries. C. Hartelaub. September. October. November. December january. February. 4th. Back to ...
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rÃ¨gle no+plural - Prosper and Ko 

We are not likely to see any growth on the stock market this year. no = not a / not any. With countable nouns, no is normally followed by plural forms. It sounds ...
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MONSTERS : DESCRIBE YOUR BODY ! - Prosper and Ko 

MONSTERS : DESCRIBE YOUR BODY ! Activity 1: Listen to the description. Write the monster s name on your slate. Show it to your friends ! Activity 2: Choose a ...
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Monsters game identity cards - Prosper and Ko 

no teeth. - 2 arms ( blue arms). - no hands. - no legs. - no feet. KENUF. - orange hair. - no ears. - 4 eyes. - no nose. - 1 mouth. - no teeth. - 1 arm ( orange arm).
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Annexe 4 dirigeants_pour_puzzle - Prosper and Ko 

Page 1. U.S.A.. Barack Obama. Page 2. Page 3. Page 4. Page 5. AUSTRALIA. QUEEN ELISABETH II. JULIA GILLARD. Page 6. UNITED KINGDOM. QUEEN ...
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Multijeu Identity cardsC2#1 - Prosper and Ko 

Mary. 10. 772 3145. Tiffany. 18. 662 4690. Suzy. 19. 864 1060. Page 7. Sally. 20. 353 4682. Lucy. 21. 113 5599. Sarah. 22. 631 0896. Alison. 23. 711 2952.
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Identity album 1-couleur - Prosper and Ko 

I have got 1 sister and. 2 brothers. AND YOU,. How many brothers and sisters have you got ? ... I've got a big cat and a fish. AND YOU,. Have you got a pet ?
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Monsters game texts - Prosper and Ko 

I have got 2 blue arms but no hands, no legs and no feet. Do you know who I am ? KENUF. I've got orange hair but I haven't got ears. I have got 4 eyes, no nose, ...
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clothes flashcards MF - Prosper and Ko 

Page 1. Page 2. LITT. 1. U. Page 3. With Philic. Page 4. Q10. Page 5. to. D. JAGUAR. UNUYESTY. |. Page 6. Fito iman. Urusima e ( ( à¥¤ .. . . prosto. : +. Page 7. ---.
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Multijeu Identity cardsC2#2 - Prosper and Ko 

22. 211 3574. London (England). George. 23. 688 4545. Sidney (Australia). Amy. 15. 086 4213. Sidney (Australia). Daisy. 14. 066 4533. London (England) ...
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fiche Ã©lÃ¨ve Valentine's Day - Prosper and Ko 

February 14th : Make a Valentine's Day card ! 1- Prepare a card ; choose a picture ; stick the picture on the card. 2- Write the card : a text and a poem.
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FAMOUS COUPLES-PAIRS pour badge - Prosper and Ko 

FAMOUS COUPLES / PAIRS. ALICE. WHITE RABBIT. TITI. GROSMINET. VIL COYOTE. BIP BIP. JOLLY JUMPER. LUCKY LUKE. TOM. JERRY. TOM TOM.
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